Recovery of radial PO(2) profiles from phosphorescence quenching measurements in microvessels.
Work by previous investigators has indicated that a substantial amount of oxygen diffuses from the precapillary circulation. These losses imply that there should be radial gradients of oxygen tension (PO(2)) in arterioles, leading to a non-uniform distribution of oxygen within these microvessels. We have employed the phosphorescence quenching method to measure oxygen, allowing us to evaluate the heterogeneity of PO(2) inside short segments of microvessels. The phosphorescence decay curve contains information about the distribution of oxygen within the excited volume and the distribution can be represented as a histogram, by decomposing the decay curve into several components with weights proportional to the volume fraction of plasma with different PO(2), under the condition of a high signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, the histogram can be converted into a radial profile of PO(2), based on the assumptions of a circular vascular lumen, axisymmetric distribution of oxygen and monotonic PO(2) profile. Albumin-bound Pd-porphyrin phosphor was infused into the circulation of hamsters and excited by flash illumination at 10 Hz, with a square region of excitation light just covering the entire lumen, (i.e. width of region equaled luminal diameter) of microvessels in the hamster mesentery. A set of 50 curves (5 s of data) was averaged to obtain a decay curve with low noise. Curves were analyzed with the above histogram procedure, and this analysis allowed us to distinguish between PO(2) values originating from intra and extravascular subvolumes. The intravascular PO(2) in these microvessels was very heterogeneous, which could be explained by the existence of significant radial PO(2) gradients. The radial PO(2) gradients were estimated to be approximately 1 mmHg/microm.